Awards Announcement:

Stroke-2020 is our 9th latest addition to our conferences in the field of neurodegenerative disorders and stroke. We focus on recognizing the people in the field who are doing astounding research in neurodegenerative disorders and stroke that would be beneficial for all the aspects of neurology, neuroscience, neurodegenerative disorders, and neurosurgery and has the ability to revolutionize the field in the future. On behalf of the Stroke 2019 committee, we are pleased to invite you to join. Pulsus group provides awards for best speakers and quality research work presented at the conference to promote the global reach or researchers and provide credibility for them. The awards provided are under young research fellow (YRF) forum and best poster presentation, research excellence award.

The YRF award is provided to outstanding researchers currently pursuing their PhD or master’s programs and presenting their work at the conference. The best poster award will be given for poster presentations after analysing through multiple posters presented at our event. The recipients will be awarded after testing credibility of work and presentation of research. The award will be provided by the OCM’s of the conference after Jury discussion. The Research Excellence Award will be provided to researchers with exceptional research meritocracy, which distinguishes the and proves their skills to perform at the event. The recipients will be awarded after testing credibility of work and presentation of research. The award will be provided by the OCM’s of the conference after Jury discussion.

Awards are provided to motivate researchers to achieve further and greater heights in the field of research and provide more contributions to promote research in their respective field under the category of Stroke and Neurodegenerative Disorder Research.

PULSUS publicizes an outline of Awards for Young Scientists in order to help excellence in various fields of science and technology. These Awards are known as "Young Scientist Awards". The award is open to those researchers involved in graduate education and research happenings that accentuate bearable progress. Benefits:

Advancing perfection and perceiving remarkable commitments made by the youthful researchers for their work done essentially during the span of study. Find out about career advancement and the most recent research devices and technologies in your field.

Graduates are motivated by the chance to choose neighbourhood or worldwide subjects of pertinence/enthusiasm to them and build up their own logical examinations and models drawing in locally or universally.

Two researchers will be chosen for the Awards.

Chance to be a student envoy.

Chances to coordinate with partners around the world Discounts at the PULSUS conferences, at different worldwide venues in future.

Chance to distribute full length papers in rumoured supporting international journals of respective conference

Best Young Scientist Award introduction will be named by the board and in the event that they wish to publish the full-length paper, they can publish in supporting worldwide journals of the respective conference at free of preparing charges.

Guidelines:

Eligibility: Any scientist, engaged in research work laboratories/institutes, who is not more than 35 years of age, is eligible for the Award.

Criteria: Each scientist must submit their unique research work.